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Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+ quakes,

Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history & predictions.

What you're about to read is a historical

data and statistical based forecast.. along

with accurate predictions I've previously

made using the very data.

The information shows during a time frame

of the past three years large earthquakes

the SAME magnetic field anomalies, SAME

solar/spaceweather reports and SAME

Auroras occurred year after year.. all

matching to the same day!

As for example on March 11, 2011 (Japan

9.0) and March 11th, 2012 Earth's magnetic

field was sideways/backwards and

spaceweather reports were nearly the same

both years in a row.

The same kind of activity went for EVERY

MEGA Earthquake three years in a row....

Also including: Earth's magnetic field doing the same thing to the day, along with the same

"solar activity" and Auroras to the day. Sounds crazy but it's all going to be proven here.

I'm taking this thread very seriously so I will also be posting screen shots of previous

predictions I've made that have come true in using this data and awareness of what's going

on that isn't random.

Such as predicting on exact dates when geomagnetic storms would occur, including

pressure on Earth's magnetosphere and increased specific auroras.

I also predicted days before hand exactly when NASA/NOAA would say there would be a

"Solar eruption" to cover the actual different source that's sending charged particles

directed towards the Earth which again is NOT the Sun.

My work is not based upon Calendars, galactic alignments, special zodiac dates, Timewave,

fancy numbers, religion predictions or other "he said/she said" stuff.

I compile data and statistical information of things actually going on with the Earth.

Then I see if any of the data is NOT random, when it's not random then I use the patterns

of specific changes to make a forecast.

In that people actually see for themselves I'm not making stuff up, they see exactly what I

see, how I compiled and made a forecast.

I'm going to document everything here, all the data and predictions before making the

forecast so you can see for yourself how very real all this is.. including the whole "Solar

agenda" BS that is indeed going on.

This thread will prove something far larger is happening to our Earth/Solar System that

we're not being told and we're shortly about to see the evidence on Earth once again in the

coming months.

Starting off with the basics to help better understand the data I looked around these dates

to find anything abnormal going going:

2/27/2010 - 8.8 Chile

3/11/2011 - 9.0 Japan

4/11/2012 - 8.6 & 8.2 Indonesia.

Starting in early 2012 Earth Booms globally were reported by the Media but didn't last the

whole year through.

In 2012 Earth Booms were first documented and recorded by the Media in January:

Costa Rica [link to www.youtube.com]

Canada [link to www.youtube.com]

Wisconsin [link to www.youtube.com]
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Canada [link to www.youtube.com]

Beyond all this we've had an increase of dolphins and whales beaching themselves plus birds

falling from the sky.. animals migrating to the wrong locations etc.

(Which can be easily looked up but I want to get to the point)

Many animals have magnetic field sensory and use it for coordination, migration etc.

Here are a couple articles that explain in case you didn't know:

[link to www.ks.uiuc.edu]

[link to webecoist.momtastic.com]

So studying Earth's magnetic field became the way to go, which I have done for about a

year now.

I decided to check magnetic field data and spaceweather for around the time of the mega

quakes to find PROOF there is an outside force causing this to the Earth!

Plus being it's been consecutive years of anomalies that means I had to find proof none of

this activity is random, that Earth is being affected by perhaps a gravitational magnetic

force affecting the Earth during same time frames yearly. (Orbit connection?)

Not only is that proof is here but much much more!

So lets get it started!

First of all.. here's what Earth's normal magnetic field looks like.

Notice the field lines of the North Pole flow up, out and away from the Earth.

The field lines of the South Pole flow down, out and away from the Earth.

Here are some links to see magnetic field data from NASA:

[link to ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov]

[link to iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov:8080]

So if the Earth around the time of the Mega Earthquakes is being affected by a

gravitational magnetic force that is emitting protons in some way I should see that

evidence as well as a pattern develop and be able have predicted activity

previously.

Lets start back in 2010, the 8.8 Chile Earthquake on February 27th [link to

earthquake.usgs.gov]

Here's the magnetic field 2/25/10, two days before the Chile 8.8: and the

magnetic field on 2/25/11
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Notice the magnetic field is becoming compressed/repelled with field lines turning red

meaning they are closed.

Okay okay.. something more is going here eh?

Lets check spaceweather for Feb 25, 2010 and 2011 to see what the cover story is.

I Highlighted in blue the date, in the red box is points that are important to notice.

Here are the spaceweather links, you can plug in any date you want in archives if you

choose.

and here are the links:

2010 [link to spaceweather.com]

2011 [link to spaceweather.com]
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Note February 25th spaceweather said there was a solar "eruption yesterday the

24th" in 2010/11! and it's an "unknown and possible" if it will cause "geomagnetic

storms and auroras" in the coming days.

Twice in a row, Earth's magnetic field is being twisted and spaceweather came out

posted the SAME thing!

Twice in a row on the same exact date?????? c'mon now, something is not right

here!

Again I started looking at data around the Chile 8.8 quake on 2/27/10 thinking an

outside force is putting pressure on the Earth and well the data speaks for itself.

So early on Feb 23rd, 2012 I saw Earth's magnetic field experiencing some

oddities.

Lets just say I had a very strong gut feeling NASA would pull the same BS and

"blame the Sun" and we'd be hit before the "end of the 26th" so early on the 23rd

I made a prediction which is below.

What followed was EXACTLY as previous years with a compressed/repelled

magnetic field on the 25th and spaceweather saying yesterday on the 24th there

was a Solar Eruption!
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Link: [link to spaceweather.com]

My prediction on the 23rd came true as Earth was hit on the 26th with and

increased Auroras as seen below.
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So if I predicted "blame the Sun" before the Solar Eruption and Earth got hit the

day I said it would.. which made 3 years in a row of the same magnetic field and

spaceweather activity are we to be believe we're being told the real story??????

Okay, okay... coincidence you say maybe right?????

Well we still have the 9.0 in Japan and the 8.6/8.2 in Indonesia to cover. Being

things are getting worse (source getting closer?) we should see more of the same

signs and patterns right? Did I use the same philosophy to make accurate

predictions then as well??? YESSSS!

The 9.0 in Japan March 11, 2011

[link to earthquake.usgs.gov]

Before I get to the data, here's the prediction which came on March 8th, 2012 UTC.

(youtube as well)
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Note the comments from March 7th 2012 local time.

Me: "Thus bullshit about the Sun before March 11th.. freaky because this pattern is

exactly what happened last year at this same very time."

Reply from a friends who's been following the data as well said: "soooo in 2-3 days

there will be northern lights and increased quakes and Never A Straight Answer

aka NASA will be like see, just the sun nothing to worry about people!!! They are

ruthless sick evil bastards for covering this up man, same old bs over and over

again."

On youtube I posted a forecast as well and warned of "plus expect Sun coverup". I

referenced last year when there was an X-Class flare a couple days before the

Japan 9.0 on March 11, 2011.

So lets now compare spaceweather (official story) from March 11, 2011 and 2012.

 _______
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Starts off with "Northern lights in Minnesota and Wisconsin" and there was an

Earth directed "Solar flare eruption on March 9th".

Here are the links

2011 - [link to spaceweather.com]

2012 - [link to spaceweather.com]

Same exact thing on the same dates for 2011 and 2012!

Bare in mind early UTC on March 8th I gave a forecast warning of coming "bullshit

about the Sun" and Northern lights etc that happened to make it all the way down

to Wisconsin two years in a row!

Yet again.. still think it's the Sun when I predicted the activity before hand????

Remember the Japan 9.0 was on March 11, 2011.. what was Earth's magnetic field

doing on that date and on March 11, 2012 as well?
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Nearly the same, with a quiet magnetosphere and Earth's magnetic field headed

sideways in the opposite direction.. including with field lines in front of the Earth!

On March 13th 2012, Earth's magnetic field completely flipped to the other side as

covered here on GLP.

Thread: Magnetic Wind from the dark side of Earth - VERY IMPORTANT

Thread: GLP, this is for you... NASA Hiding Data of Magnetosphere Reversal

Let me repeat that because this is serious! During the day of the 9.0 in Japan on

March 11, 2011 Earth's magnetic field nearly flipped. March 11, 2012 one year

later Earth's magnetic field did nearly the same thing.. two days after that the

Magnetic field did indeed flip!

Just for the record, just a few days after this magnetic field flipped an Executive

Order was signed (3/16/2012) for Resources Preparedness.

Which in short include the absolute control over food, water... ALL form of energy

and resources!

Think what kind of event would set that into motion? Something massive.

Here are the links:

Thread: President Obama signs Executive Order allowing for control over all US

resources

Thread: Executive Order -- National Defense Resources Preparedness

Now moving forward to Twin 8+ Indonesia quakes on April 11th, 2012

Please follow this chain sequence of events.. first here is a prediction on March

30th, 2012.

Said: "Earth's magnetosphere should be blasted before the end of April 3.

Regardless of any data manipulation that also means there will be increased

reports of Auroras / Northern lights in that time frame. High impact time I feel is

between 4/1 & 4/2 but activity up is possible until the end of 4/3." Next to the

forecast is the magnetic field from March 30th, 2011.

For reference of compression both year with flipped closed field lines:
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Here is spaceweather (official story) from April 2nd, 2011 and 2012.

 _______
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Links:

2011 - [link to spaceweather.com]

2012 - [link to spaceweather.com]

"So the Sun was involved after all" .....!?!

Both years was said "No Auroras were forecast/unlikely" uh no.. I made the

forecast on March 30th, 2012.. knowing what happened previously and the data

which proves none of this activity is random!

Here is pressure on the magnetosphere April 3rd, 2012 just as I warned of. (please

click on link.. sorry due to limited image space on GLP threads)

[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

Now towards April 5th 2011, 2012.. notice how similar:

Prediction on April 5, 2012 local and second one on April 6th:

5th: "this forecast currently is active through the 10th of April. High impact

probability is between late on the 7th though the 9th I believe. That will include

pressure on Earth's magnetosphere, Aurora reports. Increased quake activity for

sure and there is a HIGH probability of a large quake."

6th: "wow... this is really prolonged. Sorry to say, this is a very bad sign. I have

never seen this prolonged activity before... never this long. Forecast extended at

least an extra day."
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Now spaceweather for April 6th 2011/12

Said on "April 5" there was "filament" activity and we need to "monitor/stay

turned" because it was unknown it the Earth would be effected.

Btw those "filaments" occurred AFTER Earth's magnetic field was already being

repelled with closed field lines.

 _____
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Links:

2011 - [link to spaceweather.com]

2012 - [link to spaceweather.com]

In the forecast I said on April 5th the forecast was from the 7th to the 10th, then

on April 6th I extended it a day.

Confirmation of pressure on April 7th, 2012.. (please click on link.. sorry due to

limited image space on GLP threads)

[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

Yes increased Auroras noted on April 9th as well hitting the prediction:

Link: [link to spaceweather.com]

Also note April 11, 2011 and 2012 the pressure.
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8.6 & 8.2 quakes hit on April 11th, 2012.

8.6 [link to earthquake.usgs.gov]

8.2 [link to earthquake.usgs.gov]

Lastly spaceweather for April 13th 2011/12

You'll see "Northern lights" that were impressive/strong, which made it all the

way down to "Michigan" and cause both years by "solar wind hitting Earth's

magnetic field on the 12th".
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SAME THINGS ON THE SAME DATES YEAR AFTER YEAR!

Links:

2011 - [link to spaceweather.com]

2012 - [link to spaceweather.com]

In case you haven't notice I was using NICT magnetosphere simulation as my source of data

making the accurate predictions back in early 2012.

Just a few weeks after the Twin Sumatra quakes in April the entire NICT was terminated,

along with data history.

Thread: NICT Real-time Magnetosphere Simulation is now shut down for good! "Web

services have been terminated"! Very interesting!

But the real question is.. why would they wipe out magnetosphere data history as well?????

NICT had data saved in movie format going to Dec of 2003.

[link to web.archive.org]

Good thing the NASA data history is still up which can be still used to verify the screen shots

I presented.

[link to iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov:8080]

However their data history only goes back to August of 2009.

Conclusion, first here are a few bullet points:

* There is a direct connection to Earth's magnetic field experiencing anomalies

around the time of the Mega Quakes.

* Earth's magnetic field experiencing the very same thing year after year to the

date.

* March 11 the last two years Earth's magnetic field sideways, on March 13th this

year it completely flipped.

* These mega quakes and patterns ONLY happen in the beginning of the year.

* Earth Booms increase all around this time as well

* EXACT dates.. for the year by year happening for anomalies of Earth's magnetic

field and Auroras in connection.

* I was able to be predict activity before hand in knowing this data before any

solar activity and before any NOAA/NASA forecasts.

* There appears to be a cover up with spaceweather that can't be the same to the

date year after year, especially proven due to the accuracy of the predictions.

* All the anomalies in connection to this data have increased in severity the past 3

years.

Just for the hell of it, I'm going to document some other recent changes in our

Solar System.. maybe somebody can connect even more dots with all the data.

*Venus rotation 6.5 min longer than 16 years ago and Auroras
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Thread: Venus Slowing Down - WTF!!??!

Thread: Surprise! Venus May Have Auroras Without a Magnetic Field

*Mars warmed .65C 1975-2000

[link to thewaterglass.net]

*Jupiter grew second spot

[link to science.nasa.gov]

*Jupiter lost a stripe

[link to science.nasa.gov]

*Jupiter's Moon Pole Shift

[link to www.universetoday.com]

*Saturn's rotation 6 min longer in 30 years

[link to www.nasa.gov]

*Saturn warming

[link to motls.blogspot.com]

*Neptune brightness increasing

[link to fredbortz.scienceblog.com]

*Neptune moon Triton warmed by 5%

[link to seoblackhat.com]

*Pluto atmospheric pressure has tripled in 14 years and temp up 3.5 degrees while

orbiting away from the Sun

[link to www.space.com]

[link to motls.blogspot.com]

Here are my short thoughts on the data presented in the thread.

Well obviously something huge is going on that we're not being told.

Not only does the data prove so but the accurate predictions I've made before

anybody else further proves so!

Earth's magnetic field is not supposed to flip, Earth's magnetic field is not

supposed to experience the same anomalies on the same dates yearly along with

the same specific Auroras.

A kid on the internet is not supposed to be able to predict activity over and over

again before NASA and so called "Solar eruptions".

Although all of this is indeed a reality, not the twilight zone.

Mentally while making these predictions I thought whatever the source is has

something in connection with Earth's orbit.. which might explain why on certain

dates specific activity.

As for the source of all this, I won't get into what might be because this thread is

about WHAT IS, WHAT WE KNOW for sure based upon data we can see with our

own eyes!

However I will say this...

We are given a lot by NASA and the scientific community of things going on in

space such as the Sun, dark rift, cosmic rays, alignments etc.. we the public don't

have all the tools in space so we rely on sources that do to tell us everything.

Are they telling us everything???

Lets keep it simple:

Being NASA is aware, has many the smart minds and equipment studying this

stuff.. why is it they haven't come out and acknowledged and predicted these

specific anomalies that have occurred within exact dates yearly???

Hey if a random kid on the internet can predict when geomagnetic storms and

pressure on Earth's magnetosphere will occur to the exact date... it would make

sense that NASA would be able to make the same predictions before the random

internet person right????

Well that hasn't been the case.

The answer is simple but scary.. if the source was something mainstream then

somebody else would have predicted activity and put this data together before me.

I would have to be silly to think I'm smarter than the minds at NASA and the

whole scientific community that could have put this data together!

Maybe many are blinded by "Solar activity".. perhaps that could have been an

agenda all along and as is why I even predicted accurately "blame the Sun" before

hand.

If I were to guess this "source" has a magnetic field and comes into some

alignment of Earth, repelling Earth's magnetic field.. then days later the protons

reach Earth. That would explain the same magnetic field, Auroras patterns on the

exact dates over and over again in my opinion. That's actually what I believed

when I made the predictions.. looking for certain magnetic field events in then

knowing charged particles we're headed to Earth.. thus is why the predictions

came before "Solar eruptions".

Is all this top secret information?

Am I concerned for putting all this out there?
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No not really, all I've done is put together side by side screenshots of public data..

anybody can do that.

I'm sure somebody would have noticed this data sooner or later anyway and

certainly some will figure out even more than me now being I'm sharing all this.

I don't want to make this thread about what we don't know but what we do, what

we know is this data and that's what I want to focus on and move forward with.

Forecast:

The forecast below will be based all upon the data above, once you read it you'll

understand I'm not making stuff up out of my but but rather am referencing

historical data and statistics.

Here is my 3 month time frame for Earth being the most severely effected by the

source causing the previous pattern anomalies.

*** February 20th through May 20th the time frame.

* Increasing Earth Booms that I guarantee will make the mainstream news.

* Increasing Bird and Fish anomalies such as groups of Birds falling dead from the

sky and many dolphins beaching themselves..(for example).

* Earth's magnetic field increasing being severely compressed/repelled as well as

a flip (if they don't cover it up again).

* The "Blame the Sun Agenda" will most definitely pick up, expect increasing M/X

class flares during this time frame.. although the validity of this activity will be

questionable (if you want to believe the "Sun stuff" be my guest, bare in mind my

this thread has shown there is a second source sending charged particles directed

towards Earth.. without that fact I wouldn't have been able to predict accurate

previously)

* Which also means increasing pressure on Earth's magnetosphere and a whole lot

more Auroras.

* There will be at least one 8+ earthquake within that time frame and the New

Madrid will pick up in activity.

* Increasing Plate Movement meaning redirected pressure sending bursts of

earthquakes 6s & 7s globally within a few days. We first really saw this after the

Sumatra earthquake in April Thread: Scientists: Huge Earthquake April 11

Triggered Other Quakes Worldwide

* Increasing buoys going into event mode from all this movement.

* March 2012 was warmest on record for America, I expect more weird weather as

well.

[link to www.weather.com]

Specific short time frames to watch for

February 21-28

March 6-13

March 30 - April 15th (most severe)

During these 3 time frames look for severe magnetic field anomalies, Sun BS and

pressure on Earth's magnetosphere.

Severe earthquake watch as well, I bet at least one 8+ will hit during one of these

dates.

If you noticed.. these are the same dates I've already covered in this thread above

and predictions I've accurately made from them as well.

The time frame above has increasing gotten more severe during the past 3 years,

there is no reason for me to think this time around will be any different.

This just the basic forecast, it is possible it will be much worse.

How bad things will get I won't know until we get closer but what is above is a

guarantee.

One thing to point out, remember NICT was shut down previously:

Thread: NICT Real-time Magnetosphere Simulation is now shut down for good!

"Web services have been terminated"! Very interesting!

NASA shut down their feeds before as well:

Thread: GLP, this is for you... NASA Hiding Data of Magnetosphere Reversal

So it's always possible data can be hidden from us so beware.

Hiding data is one thing, hiding what's going on with the Earth is another so I'm

not too concerned about that.
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I've spent a year of my life studying this stuff along with possibilities, looking at magnetic

field data each and everyday! This thread is a year of work put together in a thread shared

freely.

Never have I bought into the whole 12/21 stuff: Thread: Nothing will happen on Dec 21,

2012 and how the Sheeple will respond...

Again my work is not based upon Calendars, galactic alignments, special zodiac dates,

Timewave, fancy numbers, religion predictions or other "he said/she said" stuff.

I compile data and statistical information of things actually going on with the Earth.

Then I see if any of the data is NOT random, when it's not random then I use the patterns of

specific changes to make a forecast.

In that people actually see for themselves I'm not making stuff up, they see exactly what I

see, how I compiled and made a forecast.

I study what's actually going on with the Earth because as you can see a lot of

answers are all around us!

The mass Media pushed this 12/21/12 stuff sooo hard!

Why aren't they covering stuff that is actually going on such as in this thread??? Like Earth's

magnetic field flipping for an example?

You can figure that one out.

Sure people will complain this thread is too long!

We live in a society that wants quick simple answers and doom dates given to them by the

mainstream without much backing.

That mindset will lead us down a dark road which is well deserved, life isn't about

handouts.. awareness doesn't come by handouts either!

In case you're wondering why none of this data has been put together before, how I was

able to predict accurately earlier this year.. well that's a good question.

As I said earlier that I'm not smarter than the whole scientific community that could have

put this data together before me.. well that's not all.

I have had intense spiritual experiences in my life, some of which gave me some ideas of

where to look.. such as is how I got started on all this data.

No, it doesn't mean I didn't have to work my butt off putting everything together.. even just

as you can see by how long this thread is lol.

It's not the time or place to share about myself, the data is what's important not me but it

would be an injustice if I didn't share that little bit because I can't take all credit.

I will end the thread on this note though..

Humans are soo motivated by using knowledge and awareness for selfishness and to have

POWER OVER one another.

We should be focusing more to using knowledge and awareness to share and EMPOWER one

another.

Unity of intention to help and help empower growth where it is sought is when the magic

happens.

If you made it through this thread and it has made a difference for you just a little bit, then

I am grateful.

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 14443159

 United States

12/24/2012 01:23 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

speechless
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Anonymous Coward

User ID: 19328145

 Australia

12/24/2012 01:36 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Great work! Your threads are one of the few gems that make GLP worthwhile and it gives

me hope to know that not all the world is asleep. Thankyou and keep up the good work.

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 30014435

 United States

12/24/2012 01:42 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Wow....Just wow.

Bending Light  (OP)

User ID: 2143478

 United States

12/24/2012 02:01 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Wow....Just wow.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 30014435 

lol, yeah it's a lot.

A full year of work trying to figure out WTF is going on all put into one thread.

The proof is undeniable, if the forecast is wrong so be it.. I'm going all out with this info.

Xenaphobic

User ID: 23629822

 United States

12/24/2012 02:03 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

wow very impressive, thank you, you are a GLP jewel.

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 30014435

 United States

12/24/2012 02:05 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Wow....Just wow.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 30014435 

lol, yeah it's a lot.

A full year of work trying to figure out WTF is going on all put into one thread.

The proof is undeniable, if the forecast is wrong so be it.. I'm going all out with this

info.

 Quoting: Bending Light 

Nice and props on the thread. I enjoyed reading.
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Anonymous Coward

User ID: 1006073

 Netherlands

12/24/2012 02:43 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Drunvalo Melchezidek mentions the beginning of 2013 too as the start of big earth changes

in the coast to coast interview of 22 November of this year.

Although I must say that nothing is set in stone and dates don't mean anything if you ask

me.

Peace.

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 30734160

 United Kingdom

12/24/2012 02:43 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Wow....Just wow.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 30014435 

lol, yeah it's a lot.

A full year of work trying to figure out WTF is going on all put into one thread.

The proof is undeniable, if the forecast is wrong so be it.. I'm going all out with this

info.

 Quoting: Bending Light 

It is going to be wrong just like everything else on this useless site,

Bending Light  (OP)

User ID: 2143478

 United States

12/24/2012 03:07 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Wow....Just wow.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 30014435 

lol, yeah it's a lot.

A full year of work trying to figure out WTF is going on all put into one thread.

The proof is undeniable, if the forecast is wrong so be it.. I'm going all out

with this info.

 Quoting: Bending Light 

It is going to be wrong just like everything else on this useless site,

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 30734160 

It's obvious you didn't even read the thread.

FYI: I already accurately predicted multiple times days before hand exactly when

NASA/NOAA would say there would be a "Solar eruption" to cover the actual different source

that's sending charged particles directed towards the Earth.

Already predicted on exact dates when geomagnetic storms would occur, including pressure

on Earth's magnetosphere and increased specific auroras... all of which were accurate.

There are screen shots posted in the thread of the predictions from my FB and youtube

channel.

All legit, no BS.. I have a track record of being RIGHT with this data.

Last Edited by Bending Light on 12/24/2012 03:08 AM

Mycelium

User ID: 17882166

 United States

12/24/2012 03:10 AM

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Way to go, man. Great data here.
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Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Bending Light  (OP)

User ID: 2143478

 United States

12/24/2012 03:42 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Way to go, man. Great data here.

 Quoting: Mycelium 

Thank u,

Data is the way to go to find truth and proof!

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 1372919

 United States

12/24/2012 05:10 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Way to go, man. Great data here.

 Quoting: Mycelium 

Thank u,

Data is the way to go to find truth and proof!

 Quoting: Bending Light 

Is that you Mr. Geryl?? LOL

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 2213911

 Netherlands

12/24/2012 05:27 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Drunvalo Melchezidek mentions the beginning of 2013 too as the start of big earth

changes in the coast to coast interview of 22 November of this year.

Although I must say that nothing is set in stone and dates don't mean anything if you

ask me.

Peace.

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1006073 

Drunvalo is a fraud. You are probably a New Age freak?

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 1200962

 United States

12/24/2012 05:34 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Way to go, man. Great data here.

 Quoting: Mycelium 

Thank u,
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Data is the way to go to find truth and proof!

 Quoting: Bending Light 

What do you foresee for the west coast?

Bending Light  (OP)

User ID: 2143478

 United States

12/24/2012 09:30 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Way to go, man. Great data

here.

 Quoting: Mycelium 

Thank u,

Data is the way to go to find

truth and proof!

 Quoting: Bending Light 

Is that you Mr. Geryl?? LOL

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1372919 

lol, no.. Failrick Geryl ain't got nothing on this.

What do you foresee for the west coast?

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1200962 

I'm not going to speculate in areas of the unknown.

This thread is based on historical data and statistical patterns.

I compile data and statistical information of things actually going on with the Earth.

Then I see if any of the data is NOT random, when it's not random then I use the patterns

of specific changes to make a forecast.

In that people actually see for themselves I'm not making stuff up, they see exactly what I

see, how I compiled and made a forecast.

The thread is really long because I want to you see/understand as I do of what's really

going on, along with see I already have an accurate track record with this data.

All legit here.

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 30014435

 United States

12/24/2012 11:05 AM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 27693638

 United States

12/26/2012 07:05 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Way to go, man. Great data here.

 Quoting: Mycelium 

Thank u,

Data is the way to go to find truth and proof!

 Quoting: Bending Light 

Undeniable proof NASA has been using photoshop to cover up what is really going on!

nobody has debunked this data and nobody will ever be able too.
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Great job OP

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 27693638

 United States

12/26/2012 07:29 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Shills 1 star attacking this hard worked on thread.

Read people, this is amazing info!

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 18186719

 Australia

12/27/2012 08:39 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

How does a gravitational magnetic force emit protons?

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 22510744

 United States

12/27/2012 08:50 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

tl;dr

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 31043143

 Australia

12/28/2012 07:34 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Sir you are a genius !

5*

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 26169464

 United States

12/28/2012 07:57 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

EPIC THREAD

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 21064440

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &
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 United States

12/28/2012 08:01 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

predictions.

Smoking some good crack are we?

Anonymous Coward

User ID: 2251942

 United States

12/28/2012 08:28 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Congratulations on your work kid.

One thing still not said: what causes that magnetic field?

Senior Modulator

User ID: 30996903

 Australia

12/28/2012 10:03 PM

Report Abusive Post

Report Copyright Violation

Re: Forecast February-May 2013 for Earth Booms, 8+

quakes, Sun Agenda, Magnetic field.. all based on previous statistical history &

predictions.

Congratulations on your work kid.

One thing still not said: what causes

that magnetic field?

 Quoting: Anonymous Coward 2251942 

That's what OP is asking. What is it about

this position in our orbit of the Sun lately?

Something charged, massive and

increasing intensity or proximity?

I agree with the data presented by OP

however it is still a leap of faith in

explaining the magnetic anomalies away

with a sun twin/brown dwarf.

An alternate and I believe equally

plausible proposition is the fluctuations are due to the iridium rich ion stream from galactic

centre that our solar system is currently entering. Either way, rough seas ahead.
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